5 Time Return Customers in West Yarmouth:
Members of my family and I have chosen McPhee Associates to design and build for us
for five new homes or major reconstructions, and we couldn’t be more pleased with the
results.
McPhee Associates built a lovely new summer home for us almost twenty years ago
and it remains as solid and beautifully constructed now as it was then. They have since
built another home for my family, and one for my sister, as well as completing a highly
skilled and tasteful major renovation of my grandmother’s 100-year old cottage. All the
workmanship has been terrific, and every project has been well-organized, on-time and
completed without any worry for us, even though my family and I live between 100 and
250 miles away much of the year.
This year we are delighted with the new guest house McPhee Associates just
completed for us. The house and workmanship are terrific. The whole project was wellorganized and conducted in a consultative and transparent way. Whether we were
trying to choose among materials, confirm something about the design, or asking about
best ways to reduce the cost of a project, Rob McPhee and his team were available with
helpful and expert options that met our goals. Even though we are far away during most
of the construction, we never have to worry-- Rob and his team proactively contact us
for our opinion and choices whenever necessary, and our neighbors tell us how hardworking and conscientious McPhee’s builders and other sub-contractors are. They even
send us pictures so we can see the progress and enjoy the whole building process. We
are aware of bad experiences others have had with other builders—building projects
that went way over budget, ran late, or had problems with quality of construction. With
McPhee Associates as our builders, our experience has all been and is highly positive
from the design and planning phase on through construction and final details. Every
time, we couldn't be more pleased than to have chosen McPhee Associates as our
builder.
Marcia and Dave
West Yarmouth

